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Construction notification 
The ACT Government is investing in infrastructure to benefit the lives of all 
Canberrans. The Light Rail to Woden project is being Built for CBR to create a 
more connected, sustainable, and vibrant city. This construction notification 
provides an update of expected activity in May on raising London Circuit – an 
enabling project for light rail to Woden. 

We are continuing to modify the Edinburgh Avenue and London Circuit intersection and undertaking utility 
investigations and installations. As part of this work, we will be removing three car parking spaces on Edinburgh 
Avenue, close to the London Circuit intersection. The spaces will be removed during standard construction hours 
on 15 May 2023 and are expected to be reinstated by the end of July 2023. Alternate parking spaces can be 
found further west on Edinburgh Avenue or on Marcus Clarke Street. 

During this time, the footpath next to these car parks will also be closed. Pedestrians are advised to use the 
footpath running parallel to this one (closest to the Metropolitan Building). 

While this work is being carried out there will be some disruption to traffic (including lane closures) and 
pedestrian diversions in place. Local and pedestrian access to the Metropolitan Building and the QT Hotel will 
always be maintained. 

 

How will this work affect you? 
While we make every effort to minimise construction disruption and impacts to the community, at times you can 
expect to experience higher levels of noise and dust, traffic, pedestrian, and cyclist changes involving detours 
and an increase in construction vehicle movements.  Throughout construction we will continue to notify of 
upcoming work, and we will monitor our activities and adjust our controls where needed. 
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More information 
While we make every effort to inform you of upcoming 

While we make every effort to inform you of upcoming construction activities, works are 
weather dependent and subject to change. Visit act.gov.au/lightrailtowoden 
to stay up to date. Thank you for your patience during this time. 

Use the QR code to receive construction notifications in your inbox. 

 


